Optimization problems can be solved using Boolean Satisfiability by mapping them to a sequence of decision problems. Therefore, in the last years several encodings have been developed. Independently, also new solvers have been introduced lifting Boolean Satisfiability to higher levels of abstraction, e.g. SAT Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers and word level solvers. Both support bit-vector logic and thus allow more compact encodings of the problems.
Introduction
In the last ten years techniques for solving instances of the Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem have been intensively studied. The SAT problem is to determine whether there exists a solution for a given Boolean formula or not. Taking the original DPLL algorithm [4] as a basis, researchers investigated conflict based learning [15] , efficient implication routines [16] , and strong heuristics [10] leading to well-engineered SAT solvers [8] . State-of-the art SAT solvers are able to handle instances with more than hundreds of thousands of variables and clauses. As a result SAT solvers are used today in different areas, e.g. in formal verification, automatic test pattern generation or logic synthesis.
However, common SAT solvers work on the Boolean level, i.e. the considered problems have to be encoded in terms of clauses. Due to the increasing complexity of these problems, recently several approaches have been studied which lift the problem instances to higher levels of abstraction (see e.g. [6] ). This results in the development of SAT Modulo Theories (SMT) [3, 7] and word level solvers [5, 24, 9] . Since both solver paradigms support bitvector logic, a more abstract problem description is possible. Hence, two advantages are expected:
1. A much more compact problem representation since instances can be encoded with the help of bit-vectors and bit-vector operations instead of Boolean variables and clauses, respectively.
2. More efficient algorithms since the higher level of abstraction can also be exploited for dedicated strategies and heuristics.
But even if a large number of new solvers have been introduced in this area (see e.g. [18] ), until now their application to real world scenarios is still at the beginning. As one example in [2] SMT is used for the verification of software.
In [14] the authors considered predicate abstraction with SMT while word level solvers have been applied e.g. for functional test generation in [27] . The encoding effort to represent circuit verification problems at different levels of abstraction has been studied in [20] . In this work we consider the application of the high-level SAT paradigm for optimization problems. Although for this kind of problems specialized techniques are available (see e.g. [17] ), application of Boolean SAT has been shown to be very successful [12, 23] . Using SAT the optimization problem is solved by mapping it to a sequence of decision problems. Since many optimization problems are inherently non Boolean problems, we investigate if the usage of the higher level of abstraction is more efficient.
More precisely, we encode two representatives of optimization problems (the graph coloring problem and the exact synthesis of reversible logic using Toffoli gates) as instances of bit-vector logic and compare them with the respective representation in terms of clauses. It is shown that for both optimization problems significant reductions of the problem representation result, if the bit-vector encoding is used. Furthermore, while for graph coloring the overall runtime remains in the same range, speed-ups of up to three orders of magnitudes can be achieved for synthesis of reversible logic.
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section solvers for Boolean Satisfiability and the new abstractions (i.e. SMT and word level solvers) are introduced. After this, the main flow of solving optimization problems with the help of SAT is described in Section 3. Here also the importance of the used encoding is sketched. Section 4 provides the investigated case studies: (1) the problem is briefly introduced, (2) the problem formulation and encodings for SAT and bit-vector logic are discussed, and (3) experimental results are given. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
Different SAT Abstractions
In this section the basic concepts of SAT, SMT and word level solvers are introduced. The Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem is defined as follows:
Definition 1 Let f be a Boolean function. Then SAT is to determine whether there exists a satisfying assignment α to all variables of f such that f (α) = 1. In this case f is satisfiable; otherwise f is unsatisfiable.
In general the Boolean function f is given in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF), i.e. a product-of-sum representation. The CNF is a conjunction of clauses. A clause is a disjunction of literals and each literal is a propositional variable or its negation.
In past several (backtracking) algorithms (so called SAT solvers) have been proposed [4, 15, 16, 10, 8] . Most of them are based on three essential procedures: (1) The decision heuristic assigns values to free variables, (2) the propagation procedure determines implications due to the last assignment(s) and (3) the conflict analysis tries to resolve conflicts by backtracking that occur during the search. Advanced techniques like e.g. efficient Boolean constraint propagation [16] or conflict analysis [15] are common in state-of-the-art SAT solvers today.
The tremendous improvements in the performance of SAT solvers enables the consideration of problems with more than hundreds of thousands of variables and clauses. Thus, SAT is widly used in many application domains. Thereby, the real world problem is transformed into CNF and then solved by using a SAT solver as black box.
However, due to the increasing complexity of many problems, researchers investigated the use of higher levels of abstractions than CNF -by still exploiting the established SAT techniques. This leads to the development of SAT Modulo Theories (SMT) and dedicated word level solvers.
In SMT (e.g. [3, 7] ) a traditional SAT solver is combined with decision procedures for decidable theories (e.g. linear arithmetic or bit-vector logic). While the SAT solver tries to find a satisfying assignment to an abstract representation of the problem (in CNF), the theory solver checks this assignment with respect to the underlying theory. Thus, advanced SAT techniques as well as higher problem abstractions are utilized. In contrast word level solvers either work directly on the word level of the problem (e.g. [5, 24] ) or bitblast it to a traditional SAT solver (e.g. [9] ). In these solvers the higher level of abstraction is expressed e.g. by bit-vector logic. Since we use bit-vector logic in this paper we give some basic definitions in the following: 
. Problems can be constraint by using bit-vector operations as well as arithmetic operations. Let a, b ∈ B n be two bit-vectors. Then, the bit-vector operation
SAT solvers as well as SMT and word level solvers consider decision problems, i.e. problems which only allow yes or no (true or false, holds or fails, etc.) as answer. The next section describes how SAT can be used to solve optimization problems as well. After this, Section 4 shows by two case studies the benefits of applying higher levels of abstractions if optimization problems are considered.
Solving Optimization Problems Using SAT
A decision problem is to find an arbitrary solution such that a given question/formula is satisfied. In contrast optimization problems try to find the best of these solutions with respect to the resulting costs.
Definition 3 Given a problem p with a set S of solutions for this problem. Let additionally c(p, s) ∈ N be the costs of the solution s ∈ S for the problem p. Then, an optimization problem is to determine a solution s for the problem p such that c(p, s) is minimal (or maximal, respectively).
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For example, in graph coloring the number of colors and in logic synthesis the number gates is used as the cost criteria, respectively. Both problems are considered in more detail in the next section.
Each optimization problem can be formulated as a sequence of decision problems: In each step -i.e. for each decision problem -it is asked if there exists a solution for the problem with fixed costs. More precisely a decision problem is formulated asking if there is a solution s for the problem p with costs c and c ∈ N.
Using a straight forward approach, first it is searched for a solution with costs c = 0. If no solution exists (i.e. if the decision problem is unsatisfiable), then the costs are incremented until one of the resulting decision problems becomes satisfiable. Thereby, minimality is guaranteed since c is incremented iteratively starting with c = 0. A pseudocode of this approach can be found in Algorithm 1. We call this procedure iterative approach in the following.
However, this approach may lead to too many iterations. To avoid this an approximation can be used: By exploiting upper and lower bounds initial costs c = c i are determined. If there is a solution with costs c i , then a better solution with (2) it is proven that no solution with costs c < c min exists. One possible realization of this approach is given in Algorithm 2. We call this procedure approximation approach in the following.
In both approaches the respective checks (Is there a solution with costs c?) can be done by means of a SAT solver. Therefore, two steps are performed: First the decision problem is encoded as a SAT instance in CNF (line 3 in both algorithms). After this, the resulting instance is solved by using an off-the-shelf SAT solver (line 4 in both algorithms).
Thereby, the used encoding is crucial. To this day in many approaches, the respective problem formulation has been encoded as CNF (see e.g. [23] as a recent example). In general, this is possible in time and space linear in the size of the original problem formulation [22] . However, the resulting instances only allow implications at the Boolean level. Furthermore, often many auxiliary variables are necessary which increases the size of the resulting search space.
In this paper we evaluate the usage of higher levels of abstraction. In contrast to the existing approaches the respective decision problems are encoded in bit-vector logic which is supported by several SMT and word level solvers. As the next section will show, many problem formulations are naturally given on word level. Thus, using the bit-vector logic -to represent the word level -all bit-vector variables and most of the operators are preserved. On the one hand this simplifies the encoding of the problem. On the other hand improvements of the overall run-time can result.
Case Studies
In this section two representatives of optimization problems are considered, i.e. the graph coloring problem and exact synthesis of reversible logic. Both problems are solved using Boolean SAT and SMT with bit-vector logic, respectively.
First, each problem is briefly described. Then, the problem formulation as a decision problem is given and the encoding into a SAT/bit-vector logic instance is described. Finally, experimental results show the differences of both encodings with respect to the problem size and the needed run- If not stated otherwise, for the CNF instances we used the SAT solver MiniSat [8] . For solving the bit-vector logic instances the SMT solver Yices [7] has been applied.
Graph Coloring
The graph coloring problem is defined as follows: Given an undirected graph G = (V, E), a vertex coloring is the assignment of a color to each vertex of G such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. More formally, a coloring is defined as a mapping color :
The graph coloring problem is to find a minimal number of colors that leads to a valid vertex coloring, i.e. c := min{k | color : V → [1, k] and k ∈ N} which is also called chromatic number. The graph coloring problem has applications e.g. in register allocation or high-level synthesis.
4.1.1. Problem Formulation. We formulated the decision problem Is there a coloring for the graph G = (V, E) with c colors? as basis for the algorithms presented in the previous section as follows: For each vertex v ∈ V a free variable x v is introduced representing the color of this vertex. Constraints x v ≤ c ensure that at most c colors are used. Furthermore, the additional constraints x v = x w for each (v, w) ∈ E guarantee that no adjacent vertices have the same color.
4.1.2. Bit-vector Encoding. Applying bit-vector logic the encoding of this formulation is straight forward. Each variable x v can be represented by a bit-vector of length log 2 c . For the constraints respective bit-vector operations are available. This leads to |V | variables and at most |E| + |V | constraints in total.
4.1.3. CNF Encoding. In contrast, to encode the problem into CNF for each variable x v , log 2 c single Boolean variables are needed (i.e. |V | · log 2 c in total). The constraints have to be transformed into certain sets of clauses. In total the constraint x v ≤ c is encoded by 2 log 2 c − c clauses for each vertex while the constraint x v = x w is encoded by 2 log 2 c clauses for each edge. 4.1.4. Experimental Results. The presented encodings of the decision problems have been used for both, the iter- ative approach as well as the approximation approach described in Section 3. For the latter one we used the fixed value 2 as lower bound and the total number of vertices as upper bound, respectively. All graph coloring benchmarks haven been taken from [13] .
The results are shown in Table 1 (for the iterative approach) and Table 2 (for the approximation approach), respectively. The first two columns denote the name of the benchmark as well as the resulting minimal costs needed for coloring the graph (i.e. the chromatic number). The next columns provide information about the size of the instances for the CNF encoding and the bit-vector encoding, respectively. Column #VARS gives the number of variables. Column #CLAUSES provides the number of clauses in the CNF encoding while column #BV-CONSTR gives the number of bit-vector constraints of the bit-vector encoding. All these numbers have been calculated by summing up the respective numbers over all instances. Finally, in the last column the overall run-time of the algorithm (in CPU seconds) is given.
As can be seen for both approaches the bit-vector encoding leads to much more compact problem representations. On average the CNF encoding needs four times more variables as the bit-vector encoding. The difference in terms of constraints is even more significant: One order of magnitude more constraints are required by the CNF encoding in comparison to the bit-vector encoding. However, regarding the run-time the bit-vector encoding is outperformed in all benchmarks except queen8 12.
We see two reasons for this result:
1. In the last few years there was a significant progress in SAT solving techniques. We demonstrate this claim by additional experiments whose results are given in Table 3 . Here, the same encodings are applied to the SAT solver siege [19] (in version 4 from 2003) instead of MiniSat (version 1.14 from 2005). As can be seen the bit-vector based approaches now outperform the SAT encoding. Since the bit-vector logic in the context of SMT has been considered for a very short time we expect similar improvements in the near future. This is approved by the latest results of the SMT competition [1] .
2. We noticed that the considered underlying decision problem of the graph coloring problem is based on only a few bit-vector operators which additionally have very efficient CNF representations. In the next section another optimization problem -exact synthesis of reversible logic -is considered that requires much more complex constraints involving many different bit-vector operations. Here, the higher level of abstraction can be fully exploited which leads to significant reductions in run-time.
Exact Synthesis of Reversible Logic
The exact synthesis problem for reversible logic is defined as follows: Given a reversible function specification f : B n → B n (i.e. a bijective Boolean function with n inputs and n outputs) the goal is to find a network realization of f with the minimal number of gates.
A network realization consists of a cascade of reversible gates. A widely used reversible gate is the Toffoli gate [21] which is also applied here. The idea of the Toffoli gate is to invert one input line (the target line) if the product of a set of control lines evaluates to true. To make the paper self contained we give a definition and a simple example.
Definition 4 Let X := {x 0 , . . . , x n−1 } be the set of domain variables and
n is a Toffoli gate on n lines with control lines defined in c and the target line t. The gate maps (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) to (x 0 , . . . , x t ⊕ p, . . . , x n−1 ) with p := i∈M x i and
An example of a Toffoli network with its truth table is shown in Figure 1 . A filled circle denotes a control line while an open circle denotes a target line. Thus, the network consists of two gates g 1 = ((1, 0, 1), 1) and g 2 = ((0, 1, 1), 2).
Figure 1. Toffoli network with assignment
Synthesis of reversible logic has applications in lowpower design, optical computing and especially in quantum computing. In previous work this problem has been considered using pure Boolean SAT [11] .
4.2.1. Problem Formulation. To solve the described optimization problem of exact synthesis the underlying decision problem is described as follows: Is there a Toffoli network for the reversible function f with d gates? Since a Toffoli network manipulates bit-vectors we formulate the decision problem directly in terms of bit-vector constraints:
The function control : B n ×B n → B evaluates to true, if all control lines of a gate ( c, t) are true or there is no control line, respectively. More formally,
where x is the input of the gate. Based on this for each gate g k = ( c k , t k ) (0 < k ≤ d) with input x k−1 and output x k in a network of size d the following constraint is added to the problem instance:
If the control function becomes 1 for the current input of a gate the 1 is shifted by the position of the target line and XOR'ed with the assignment of the gate. This directly corresponds to he behavior of a Toffoli gate (see Definition 4) .
Since the equation has to hold for each row of the truth [22] . For a detailed description see [11] .
4.2.4. Experimental Results. Since the approximation approach cannot be applied for synthesis of Toffoli networks (see [11] ), only the iterative approach has been applied in our experiments. As benchmarks we used a selection of reversible functions from different domains (taken from [26] ).
The results are given in Table 4 . Columns BENCHMARK and d denote the name of the considered function to be synthesized and the resulting costs (i.e. the minimal number of gates). The sizes of the problem instances can be obtained by the values in column #VARS and in columns #CLAUSES or #BV-CONSTR, respectively (again as a sum over all instances). The run-time spent to solve all instances is given in column TIME. Furthermore, the improvement (with respect to run-time) of the bitvector encoding in comparison to the CNF encoding is provided in the last column.
In contrast to the graph coloring instances, more significant differences with respect to the sizes of the bitvector and the CNF encoding can be observed. For all benchmarks fewer variables and constraints are needed for the bitvector representation. For example, to encode the synthesis problem for graycode6 nearly two millions of CNF variables (9 millions of clauses) are needed -in contrast to 4,458 bitvector variables (28,089 bitvector constraints).
Moreover, the higher level of abstraction have an effect on the time needed to solve. On average improvements of more than a factor of 30 can be documented. In the best case (graycode6) the run-time can be reduced by more than three orders of magnitudes.
Conclusions
In this paper we evaluated the usage of higher levels of abstraction for solving optimization problems by Boolean satisfiability. In two case studies we showed that encoding the problems in bit-vector logic results in a much more compact problem representation in comparison to the Boolean level. However, the higher level of abstraction can be fully exploited by the respective solver only when a problem is considered that requires many complex constraints. For graph coloring a run-time advantage for representation in CNF has been observed. In contrast, using bit-vector logic in the synthesis of reversible logic leads to speed-ups of more than three orders of magnitude in the best case.
In the future, we expect further progress in the development of more efficient SMT solvers as well as word level solvers. Thus, more optimization problems will benefit from higher level of abstractions by shorter overall runtimes. In addition exploiting the higher level representation for problem specific strategies has to be considered in future work. As shown for example in [25] this may lead to further improvements.
